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Turnover in manufacturing grew by 7.5 per cent in the
December to February period
According to Statistics Finland, turnover in manufacturing in the December to February period
was 7.5 per cent higher than in the corresponding period of the year before. Domestic sales
grew by 7.1 per cent and export turnover by 7.7 per cent from one year ago.

Threemonths' year-on-year change in turnover in manufacturing (C)
sub-industries (TOL 2008)

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 15.5.2017
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Turnover went up from the corresponding period of the previous year in nearly allmanufacturing (C)
sub-industries. Turnover increased most in the chemical industry, by 19.3 per cent, and in the metal
industry, by 7.2 per cent. Slightly more turnover than last year was generated in the textile, clothing and
leather industry, 0.2 per cent, and in the food industry, 0.6 per cent.

Three months' year-on-year change in turnover in main industrial
categories (TOL 2008)

The turnover of allmain categories of manufacturing industries grew year-on-year. Turnover grew
strongest in the industry of mining and quarrying, 23.9 per cent. Turnover in water supply, sewerage,
waste management and remediation activities increased by 7.3 per cent, and in electricity, gas, steam and
air conditioning supply by 1.0 per cent from one year before.

The index of turnover in industry describes enterprises whose main industry is manufacturing. The
calculation of the indices is based on the TaxAdministration’s self-assessed tax data which are supplemented
with data obtained with Statistics Finland’s sales inquiry. The monthly turnovers of manufacturing
enterprises can vary considerably, especially in the metal industries. The variation is mainly due to invoicing
practices. The final invoice for major machinery deliveries and projects may be recorded in the sales of
one month, even if the delivery had required the work of several months or years.

Changes in the Tax Administration’s self-assessed tax data have not so far
had an effect on the data of turnover indices
The effects of the changes in the Tax Administration's self-assessed tax data have been analysed in Statistics
Finland’s turnover indices. Based on the analyses, the changes have thus far not been found to have
significant effects on enterprises’ VAT reporting in terms of statistics production. More information about
this in Changes in the periodic tax return data used in turnover indices.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Year-on-year change in turnover by industry, % (TOL 2008)

Year-on-year change in
the latest month, %1)

Year-on-year change by three-month period, %1)

02/201712/16-02/1709-11/201606-08/201603-05/2016

22.523.921.310.00.3B Mining and quarrying

5.57.53.80.3-0.5C Manufacturing

1.21.02.1-2.9-5.0
D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning
supply

2.97.32.4-0.22.3
E Water supply; sewerage, waste management
and remediation act

-2.1-0.6-1.4-0.9-0.410-11 Food industry

-10.5-0.25.2-2.11.613-15 Textile, clothing and leather industry

-3.23.95.63.31.716-17 Forest industry

23.319.35.6-1.6-2.919-22 Chemical industry

6.07.23.8-0.2-1.724-30 Metal industry

9.03.60.82.70.226-27 Electronic and electrical industry

3.75.64.60.5-1.3
13, 14, 17, 20, 21, 24-30 Manufacturing working
on orders

Year-on-year change compares the value for an examined time period to the value for the corresponding time period twelve
months back.

1)
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Appendix figures

Appendix figure 1. Trend series on total turnover, domestic turnover
and export turnover in manufacturing

Appendix figure 2. Trend series on total turnover, domestic turnover
and export turnover in the forest industry
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Appendix figure 3. Trend series on total turnover, domestic turnover
and export turnover in the chemical industry

Appendix figure 4. Trend series on total turnover, domestic turnover
and export turnover in the electronic and electrical industry
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Revisions in these statistics
The data of the statistics have become revised according to the table below. For more information about
data revisions, see Section 3 of the quality description (only in Finnish).

Revision of annual changes in turnover in main industries1)

Revision, percentage pointYear-on-year change,%Industry / Reference period

Latest release (2017-05-15)1st release

-1.814.216.009/2016B Mining and
quarrying -0.27.37.510/2016

-0.943.844.711/2016

-1.036.837.812/2016

-0.610.310.901/2017

0.04.74.709/2016C
Manufacturing 0.00.60.610/2016

-0.16.26.311/2016

0.00.70.712/2016

0.119.719.601/2017

-0.7-5.9-5.209/2016D Electricity,
gas, steam -0.4-2.8-2.410/2016
and air

-1.013.514.511/2016conditioning
supply 3.68.24.612/2016

0.4-6.7-7.101/2017

-0.53.33.809/2016E Water
supply; -0.61.52.110/2016
sewerage,

-0.42.52.911/2016waste
management 0.22.52.312/2016
and

-0.221.721.9
01/2017remediation

act

-0.1-0.2-0.109/201610-11 Food
industry -0.1-7.3-7.210/2016

-0.23.94.111/2016

-0.1-2.6-2.512/2016

0.43.63.201/2017

-1.51.42.909/201613-15 Textile,
clothing and -0.50.00.510/2016
leather
industry -0.213.914.111/2016

0.27.47.212/2016

-0.23.23.401/2017

0.06.06.009/201616-17 Forest
industry -0.23.23.410/2016

0.07.67.611/2016

-0.12.62.712/2016

0.213.613.401/2017

0.43.83.409/201619-22
Chemical
industry

-0.16.97.010/2016

0.06.36.311/2016

0.111.511.412/2016

0.023.623.601/2017
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Revision, percentage pointYear-on-year change,%Industry / Reference period

Latest release (2017-05-15)1st release

-0.16.26.309/201624-30 Metal
industry 0.3-1.0-1.310/2016

0.16.05.911/2016

0.0-2.3-2.312/2016

-0.125.625.701/2017

-0.31.11.409/201626-27
Electronic and
electrical
industry

-0.1-2.5-2.410/2016

0.03.83.811/2016

-0.1-10.5-10.412/2016

0.325.224.901/2017

0.06.36.309/201613, 14, 17, 20,
21, 24-30
Manufacturing
working on
orders

0.00.90.910/2016

0.16.56.411/2016

0.0-1.7-1.712/2016

-0.118.919.001/2017

The 1st release refers to the time when data for the reference period were released for the first time. The revision describes the
difference of annual change percentages between the first and latest release.

1)
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Revisions of long-term annual changes in turnover in main industries

Average for absolute values2)Average1)YearIndustry

2.01.32013B Mining and quarrying

1.2-0.22014

1.1-0.12015

0.3-0.22013C Manufacturing

0.4-0.32014

0.30.12015

0.8-0.72013D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

0.7-0.32014

0.7-0.12015

0.40.32013E Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation act

1.20.42014

0.7-0.22015

0.4-0.3201310-11 Food industry

0.4-0.32014

0.7-0.62015

0.6-0.5201313-15 Textile, clothing and leather industry

0.9-0.12014

1.20.72015

0.6-0.1201316-17 Forest industry

0.3-0.22014

0.10.02015

0.20.0201319-22 Chemical industry

0.3-0.12014

0.10.02015

0.4-0.2201324-30 Metal industry

0.7-0.62014

0.60.32015

0.1-0.1201326-27 Electronic and electrical industry

0.8-0.32014

1.31.12015

0.3-0.1201313, 14, 17, 20, 21, 24-30 Manufacturing working on orders

0.5-0.42014

0.40.22015

Average for data revised between the first and seventh release in the statistical reference year.1)

Average for absolute values of differences between the first and seventh release.2)
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